
operations
team

implementation design 
and support is part of the 

success we deliver

engagement
team

unlock the highest quality 
engagement for your 
program participants, 
donors, beneficiaries 

and influencers

hr
team

enable employees to feel 
experientially connected 

to your cause mission

marketing + 
biz dev team
attract and delight 
sponsors, optimize 

peer-to-peer fundraising 
and build a spirited 
campaign that has 

strong PR legs

s t a k e h lo d
e r s

how do we 
optimize our 
virtual event?

how do we 
keep our remote 

employees connected 
to our mission and team?

how do we 
empower our volunteers 

with the best solutions for 
peer-to-peer fundraising?

how do we 
keep our existing sponsors 

satisfied and attract 
new sponsors?

mission 
unity

voice-based 
experiential 

engagement 

channels  
& assets

programs
& content 

how do we 
leverage our network 

at large to help us rally 
for near-term goals?

hollarhype has many usecases 
that can serve your nonprofit on 
our flexible platform designed for 
experiential unity.

start with the different questions 
your team may be asking to 
discover the different opportunities 
available to your on our platform.

 
program discovery
for nonprofit programs + events



program roadmap

choose your 
audience

who is it for? what are the 
opportunities? the success of 

a program begins with 
awareness of who it is 

designed for.

marathon runners

employees

social followers

donors

past event participants

beneficiaries

focus on a
program or event

unlock the highest quality 
engagement for your 
program participants, 
donors, beneficiaries 

and influencers

virtual 5K

virtual scavenger hunts

walk-a-thon

mental health challenges

wellness challenges

friendly contests

TIP: think about if your goal is 
fundraising, mission unity, 

or both.

how to make 
your vision reality, 

 budget &
value assessment
are you planning on paying 
for your service out of your 

budget, or from the support of 
a sponsor?

if the answer is your budget, 
ask hr and marketing if there 

is cause related news that 
should be promoted in the 

sponsorship space to 
promote existing resources.

if sponsorship
is the goal

brainstorm ways to 
optimize your sponsors

 support for your program
 or event.

advertising
real brand influencers 

hyping up cause mission

charity
decide which influencers you 

would like to record your 
broadcast messages, or hero 

hypes, for your group

hollarhype
provides custom marketing 

web page to capture audios.

hollarhype
provides you with with a

sponsorship deck to market 
the value of your new digital 
asset for experiential impact.

charity
leverages sponsorship 

opportunity to with an eye on 
event/program PR 

charity
organizes goals and 

challenges for a program 
design consultation

hollarhype
shares ideas, and best 

practices to help solidify a 
program direction

hollarhype
sets your group up and 

provides custom onboarding 
materials to your team to aid 

successful adoption.

charity
uses proper channels and 

scheduling to send product/ 
program announcements

timeline
& adoption 

how much does your team 
need to gain program 

approval? time to prepare? 
how much notice do you 

think your participants need 
to get excited about your 

events and pledge 
committment?

hollarhype’s foundation 
is built for real-time, so 

events and programs are 
designed for short-notice 

implementation. 

for all features
& full benefits

we reccomend forcasting 
out at least 4 weeks from 

approval date to 
product launch.

we help implement a 
creative, soft launch to help 
participants adopt features 

in phases.

t o ge t he r


